Airports
Accur8vision is shedding a new light on the security and safety world
for its ability to now track an intruder or object the entire time. This is
bringing a more sustainable and secure world to all aspects of life.
Airport security is an important sector
through out the world. People frequently
travel for either leisure or business, but
they all have the same feeling, and that
feeling is that they want to be safe. But
this is not the only aspect of airport safety
that should be taken into regards. What
about the safety of cargo? If a plane is
parked with cargo aboard that will not be
unloaded until later, is that cargo safe?
What is to stop someone from climbing
a fence and stealing that cargo? There is
also the concern for cargo containers.
Can cargo containers stay on the tarmac

of the airport without being touched? And
last but not least what about the perimeter
of the airport field? Many people like to
watch the planes land and take off. Should
these people be allowed to do this along
all areas of the fence? If an individual,
makes it over the fence, where do they
go? Do they go towards the containers?
Do they go toward the planes that are
parked with the cargo? Do they go inside
the hangars and steal whatever is avialable? These questions can all be answered
within the next few pages.
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+ Can volumetric detection work at airports?
+ Can cargo be secured in one location without it being touched?
+ Can accur8vision be used as a fence to help out around the perimeter?
+ Can accur8vision be used to keep the cargo or equipment safe
inside the hangar?
+ Can individual planes be secure while parked at the airport
(for either cargo planes or private jets)?
+ Can accur8vision be used as a mobile system?
+ Can a mobile accur8vision system be used during military campaigns
for safety purposes?

1 | Airport Perimeter
Airport perimeter security plays a major role in keeping everything
inside the airport safe from planes, hangers, airports, all the way to the
runways and tarmacs.
Accur8vision can be used as an extra tool to help enforce security
around the perimeter. It is more than likely that all airports will have a
fence surrounding the land and runway of the airports. What if it was
possible to add to that fence with a type of ‘invisible’ fence.
Accur8vision security zones can be of any shape or height. This means
that a security zone can be placed around the fence of the airport at
a higher height and a bit wider than the original fence. This way the fence
can be protected without people even knowing.
This can help protect the fence from individuals that like to watch
planes land and take off. This can also help alert the guards that there is
an individual in the area before they can even reach the actual fence.
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2 | Loading and unloading of planes
Cargo planes are usually full of very valuable items from either companies or individuals. How to make sure that the items on these planes never
get stolen? Accur8vision is a great security system to use in these types
of situations. Let’s say that there are a group of workers that are
unloading the plane. Around these workers it is possible to place a type
of ‘invisible’ fence or security zone as it’s called in accur8vision.
This zone or fence can make it possible that only the workers are inside
that area and no one else will be able to enter that area with
out setting off an alarm.
What happens when the workers leave and/or take a break?
It is possible to take that ‘invisible’ security fence and turn it into full
volumetric detection. This means that if anyone enters the security zone
that is now surrounding the entire plane, the alarm will be activated.
This allows the plane to be able to stay in one spot for a long period
of time without being messed with.

3 | Cargo
The second scenario was based on keeping the entire plane secure
from theft and watching employees. In this scenario we would like to
discuss cargo that is left on the tarmac after being unloaded from the
train. Possibly, it needs to stay there for a few days until a different mode
of transportation picks it up. It is possible to have a guard sit and watch
the cargo but is it really going to deter anyone from trying to steal from
this cargo? Probably not. What if there isn’t a guard available?
Accur8vision has something that is called ‘on demand’ guarding.
By placing a security zone around this cargo, accur8vision can alert if
anyone comes near the cargo. This way the operator can alert a guard and
have them go to the area where the cargo is being held. The same
concept can apply to items that are being held inside hangars or warehouses on airport grounds. Protecting the entire warehouse or hangar
from the outside or the individual items on the inside. Accur8vision is a
very versatile system that can be used.
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4 | Social Distancing and Line Management
Above it showed all the great ways that accur8vision can effectively
secure the outside area and perimeter of an airport. But what about the
inside? Can accur8vision help in line management and social distancing
which seems to be the new norm? Accur8vision is volumetric so anything
in a given area can be counted based on settings. If there is a line area
that is only allowed 10 people, accur8vision and the lidars can show the
number of people in the line. Once this number has reached the max,
accur8vision will set off an alarm so that the operator can know that the
limit is at it’s max. It can then either activate a gate or allow a TV screen
to show that this line is at it’s max and individuals will need to find a
different line. What about social distancing? Placing cylinders around the
individuals inside accur8vision with a setting of the distancing range, for
example 2 meters, allows the guards or operators to see when individuals
are practicing safe distancing. When two of these cylinders come into
contact with each other, a close proximity alarm can be activated, and
this information can be communicated back to the guards on duty at the
airport terminal.

5 | Left Behind Objects
During this age of time people can be a bit nervous when they possibly
see a bag or backpack or suitcase or something along these lines left by
itself in the terminal or somewhere in an area that it shouldn’t be. Many
major city airports also have public transportation that goes straight to
the airport. This is another area where something can be left behind.
Was the item left there on accident or on purpose? What if it was possible to know that there was an item that was left behind. Accur8vision
comes equipped with this ability by using security zones and the BLK247
lidar. Security zones can be placed throughout the entire area of the
airport terminal or subway station. The operator can place these zones
where they believe to be the most important. If an object is left behind in
one of these zones for a period of time (which can be set by the operator),
an alarm will be activated and the operator can send security personnel
to see about the left behind object. This is capable due to the BLK247
which is a lidar that is also equipped with thermal cameras and 12-megapixal cameras. Another plus about the system is that the trajectory is
also seen inside accur8vision. This will help authorities be able to track
whom left the object behind in the first place. This can help abate the
feeling of uncertainty amongst passengers and people alike and possibly
save anyone from being hurt.
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6 | Group Formation
There are some areas in an airport where the operators or
guards will want to pay attention to individuals that might be
forming into a group. There is a way inside accur8vision that
if certain individuals meet for a certain amount of time,
an alarm can be activated to make the operator or guard
aware of what is happening. Maybe it is not a big deal
or maybe it could be. But with accur8vision it allows the
situation or upcoming situation to be known and handled.
Another reason for group formation could contribute
to safety. If there is a big group of individuals forming either
in the hallways or in front of emergency exits or anywhere
that could be a problem, accur8vision can let the operator
be aware of these situations and the group can be dispersed
before it becomes a problem.

7 | Military Aircraft, Mobile Unit
Not only can accur8vision be used in regular airports and
airplane situations but also for military purposes.
Accur8vision can come in a mobile unit that supports 4
lidars, a laptop and a server along with tripods for the
lidars. This is a fantastic way for military cargo planes to be
secure in all areas of the world. After placing the 4 lidars
on the tripods, the tripods can be placed on each ‘corner’
of the plane. Two at the back of the plane and two at the
front of the plane on each side making a sort of rectangular
shape. Once this is completed a security zone or zones can
be placed around the military cargo plane that will trigger
alarms if anyone steps inside of the zone(s). This is a quick
and efficient way to not only keep the cargo inside safe but
any military personnel that are also on the plane can rest assure that their cargo and their lives will be fine until take off.

In the seven scenarios above regarding airports and
military planes it is well noted that accur8vision is a very
versatile system that can be used in many different ways
in regard to security and safety at airports.
From securing cargo to securing planes to securing the
actual airports, accur8vision is a way to keep all items safe
and secure and to also give a sense of safety to
passengers and/or customers.
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Volumetric Detection

Lidar Technology

Three Dimensional Map

This system offers full spatial detection
surveillance of an entire area compared to
line circuit detection in the classical
parametric systems.

With the use of lidar, the system knows the
exact position of the object in the real environment
and portrays the intruder in the 3D map
in the exact same position.

The map is the exact replica of the real
environment and contains anti-collision measures
which allows movement inside the map. It also
serves as a unique coordinate system.

Security Zones

Planning Tools

Virtual Reality

3D zones are areas that activate the alarm
and showcase the intruder’s trajectory and speed.
Different types of zones and
priorities can be set.

When placing cameras and lidars into
the 3D map, the planning tools will show you
the areas that are covered and the
areas that are not.

The system has the ability to allow a virtual
walk through of the map with a virtual intruder to test
the security designs.

About accur8vision
Accur8vision is a volumetric detection system that uses lidar
technology to safeguard entire areas instead of only the
perimeter. If an intruder enters the guarded area, the system
is notified. The operator or guard will have information based
on the exact location, size, and speed of the intruder. Even the
trajectory of their movements will be known.
Detection is performed by advanced lidar technology with
the use of multichannel detectors (16 to 128 beams). Laser
rays spread out into the area (radius range of some detectors reaches up to 300m). The times of reflections from fixed
obstacles are measured (the laser is moving at the speed of
light), and based on these measurements, the obstacle’s distance from the detector is calculated. One detector performs
several hundred thousand measurements per second.
The accuracy of the detection is 2 to 3 cm.
Since we strongly believe in the idea that the real world
is three-dimensional, our system must be three dimensional, also. That is why accur8vision has a 3D map environment
that preciously imitates a real environment. The map can be
uploaded using photogrammetry technology. The acquisition of the map is simple and can be handled by the end user
themselves. The map is then scaled and will correspond
directly to the reality.

In the system, individual security components (cameras and
detectors) can be inserted very easily by the drag and drop
system. The patented technology ensures that the PTZ
cameras are automatically rotated to the alarm location.
The alarm occurs when the intruder enters the zone. The zone
is a 3D area that has width, height, and depth. The zones are
very simple and are shown in the 3D map. Each zone may
have different alarm priorities. In each zone, objects that could
generate false alarms (ex: trees) can be easily cut out. It is also
easy to create corridors in which movement does not trigger
an alarm. The advantage of the system is that the zones have
many different variables. In the morning, the perimeter may no
be guarded but in the evening, it will be.
By setting the detection, alarms will ignore objects smaller or larger than the specified limit. This allows very small
animals to be ignored or, for example, not responding to a
passing train. The whole system intelligently scans the area
to be guarded. These scans can be set for a period of time,
with zone scans responding later to the change in vegetation
(grass, shrubs, trees), to relieve the customer of unwanted
false alarms. All in all, accur8vision is a very unique and robust
security system that is the future for the security world.

Follow us on Instagram, Youtube, linkedin, facebook, twitter and our website
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